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The Royal Genealogy of Degé - Prose narrative of holy statues,
bodhisattva kings, and divine defenses,

The Royal Genealogy of Degé (sde dge’i rgyal rabs; hereafter DGR) is a history of the renowned
kingdom of Degé. Bursting onto the scene in the 1630s, the Degé (sde dge) quickly became
one of the preeminent polities and cultural centers of Kham (khams), Eastern Tibet. Degé
prospered for nearly three centuries, and was dissolved in 1909 during a period when many
polities in Kham were subjected to a Qing experiment in “development.” The administrative
complexity of Degé grew from eighteen to twenty-five and then thirty-three agricultural
counties (rdzong khag), along with several nomadic areas. The kingdom was located in the
present-day counties of Degé, Pelyül (dpal yul), Kandzé (dkar mdzes), and Sershül (ser shul)
counties in Sichuan, and Jomda ('jo mda') County in the TAR. Degé is best known in Tibet and
worldwide for its cultural achievements; foremost among them are the high quality editions
of the Buddhist canon printed at its royal publishing house, the development of the
Ecumenical or Rimé Movement (ris med) in the nineteenth century, and the influential
writings and visual arts of its many learned lamas.

!Tsewang Dorjé Rindzin (b. 1786), a king of Degé and the son of the powerful queen Tsewang
Lhamo (d. 1812) composed the DGR between 1824 and 1828. It is 56 folios in length and was
published at the Degé Printing House no later than 1865, as it is mentioned in the 1865 deb
ther rgya mtsho, a history of Amdo. Josef Kolmaš produced a study and transcription of the
DGR for his 1969 dissertation and gives the following description of the text:
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“The Sde-dge'i rgyal-rabs is written throughout in regular rhythmic style, each
line consisting generally of nine, but very occasionally of eleven, thirteen,
seventeen or even twenty-one syllables, as is usual in Tibetan prosody…. In
the original there are also a number of footnotes (seventy-two in all) which
either include material left out of the text in accordance with the exigencies
of metre, or else explain obscure passages. These footnotes, and the colophon
of the book, are written in prose; the footnotes being printed in small letters
immediately after the word or expression to which they belong. I have
indicated these footnotes by consecutive numbers, the footnotes themselves
being given separately after the main body of the text of Sde-dge’i rgyal-rabs.
The work is not divided into chapters (le'u), as is usual with other Tibetan
historical works, but it flows in one continuous narrative almost
uninterruptedly (in this regard its structure is reminiscent of the Chronicle of
the Fifth Dalai Lama) [p.17]”

That being said, the metered lines are not divided into stanzas of regular length in the body
of the text. While the individual lines often comprise completed phrases that are strung
together into episodes or polemical arguments, their lengths vary greatly. Some complete
“narratemes” or statements span 3 lines, others 5 lines or more. The only exceptions to this
pattern are found in the opening and closing verses to the work, which are written in
standard stanzas in kavya. Versified histories are not the norm, however. For instance, the
rgyal rabs gsal ba’i me long is not written in a standard meter (though most of its lines are

short) and the Fifth Dalai Lama’s history is written in complex prose. My translations are in
prose and follow the content rather than form of the work. I would like to hear from the
seminar members about whether the translation could be improved by appearing as a sort of
lyric essay.
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The author was trained in letters as a child, no doubt, but this work does not strike one as
having been written by a master nor having been heavily reworked by one of the great
editors at the royal printing press. It is not highly stylized and the diction is quite
pedestrian; poetic synonyms are nearly absent from the work. Nevertheless, it is not an easy
read as the text assumes a lot of prior knowledge about the geography and history of Degé.
The longer footnotes in particular are often badly mangled run-on sentences; as opposed to
the typical logical run-on sentences.
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The first passage selected for discussion is typical of the DGR’s form and content. It begins
with the one universal feature of genealogies, long lists of “begats.” The DGR traces the
family’s history all the way back to the Imperial Period and provides names for the leaders
of ostensibly every generation from the eighth century to the author’s heir. According to the
text the family produced many great lamas and several of them were monks, such as the
subject of this passage. The founder of the kingdom - featured in the second passage - was a
monk and so were the majority of the monarchs of the kingdom. This genealogical work,
therefore, often traces two lines of succession, one of the blood line and additionally the
indirect lines of hereditary succession (dbon brgyud) of the royal throne from ordained monk
king to his ordained nephew and so on. The story of the origins and powers of the Mahākalā
statue in the state temple is entertaining and quite typical of this genre. The combination of
history, first person testimonies, and mentions of phenomena that the local readers would
conceivably know about it is another feature of this type of literature.
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The second passage contains more literary stylings than the first. This is no doubt because it
is about a much more important historical figure; namely, the founder of the kingdom
Jampa Püntsok (r. 1630-40s). It opens with what initially appears to be a standard verse of
praise, only it is seven lines long. The excerpt then jumps ahead to a long passage involving
violent rhetoric and accounts of battles and killing. As you make your way through this
section you will notice the seeming redundancy of the lists of the mental afflictions
embodied by the enemies of the state. It’s unclear to me why the author repeated himself. Is
this a matter of emphasis or poor editing? During the seminar meeting we can discuss the
historical matters behind this event. Derek Maher has a recent article in which he
demonstrates that the Ganden Podrang’s official histories deflect blame for the violence
entailed in the founding of the state away from the Great Fifth and onto figures such as Guśri
Khan. Note that, in contrast, here the Degé monk-king is portrayed as the chief agent behind
the -violent - territorial acquisitions and the Khan plays only a supporting and late role.
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The third passage contains a good story, furthering the themes of violence, divine figures,
and royal cults. The interlinear note at the end of the excerpt is very thought provoking.
This is one of several notes in which other local authors are called out for their critical and
wrong views, which reveals to the reader that works critical or at least composed
independently of the royal court circulated in Degé.
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Selections from the Sde dge rgyal rabs

Passage 1 - The magical statue of Vajra Pañjaranātha defends the country
(de’i gcung nam mkha’ rdo rje…; 15.1 in sde dge par ma; pp. 18-19, fifth line from the bottom in
PRC pbk.)

!His (Lama Kunga Rinchen) two younger brothers were Namkha and Dorjé Lhundrup. Dorjé

Lhundrup had two sons. The householder (son) was named Karma Sung. The one known as
Gesar Bir received the profound dharma through training under Lhachok Senggé. He
underwent tonsure on the basis of (a suitable) support (and received the ordination) name
Drakpa Lhundrup. He practiced as his essential tutelary god Vajra Pañjaranātha (Mahākāla
Vajra Lord of the Tent), the king of protectors, and simply recalling his special deity would
clear away his mental darkness. Pañjaranātha revealed his smiling face (to Drakpa
Lhundrup) and accompanied him as a shadow does its body. At that time he constructed a
support for the practice of the secret protector and when he performed the consecration the
jñanasattva of the protector truly absorbed into the clay statue, which radiates
empowerment and splendor. It is the one that currently abides in the great protector chapel.
Once long ago, when an army of adversaries arrived to do harm to this land, under stringent
orders the lama of the protector chapel invited (the statue) onto the roof. When its visage
was pointed in the enemy’s direction, Mahākāla rode off on a black horse and gave the
appearance of actually defeating the army. Many people witnessed this and immediately the
soldiers were pacified. The account (snyan grags) of this truly amazing event reached all
quarters. Thenceforth this statue has performed enlightened activities for the teachings and
holders of the teachings on behalf of this region's upstanding ones (tshul ldan). This has been
confirmed for me through first person experience of the effortless fulfillment of even my

own requests for enlightened activity on behalf of the Teachings, beings, and my personal
affairs.
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Passage 2 - Jampa Püntsok (r. 1630-40s), warlord monk and founder of the
kingdom
(gsum pa rgyal ba kun; 17.6 in sde dge par ma; pp. 22, fifth line from the top in PRC pbk.)

!The third son was Jampa Püntsok; Vajrapani himself, the embodiment of all the powers of all
the Victorious Ones. Jampa Püntsok came to undertake the mode of a king who endeavors in
the vows (sdom brtson rgyal po) in order to tame all terrible pernicious beings of the
degenerate age; promote the precious Teachings endowed with the ten powers, and the
communities of its followers; and lead all beings along the path of liberation…. [18.4] During
his lifetime, the extent of this rog mo ljongs [?] was overrun by sentient beings of the
degenerate age (plagued by the five poisons). They were ignorant by nature; desirous of
family {especially women}; grossly craving of worldly things; their covetousness and anger
abounded, causing many conflicts; had individualistic and evil pride, and (were overcome
by) the machinations furious jealousy at the wealth of others. (Regional leaders) such as the
minor Ling chiefs and the king of Beri engaged in the perpetuation of suffering and were
hostile towards the Teachings of the Muṇi. Although some of them feigned devotion, none of
them were authentic cultivators of the Teachings and virtue. During this eon of darkness
when beings wander through cyclic existence, this bodhisattva and incarnation of the
Guhyapati desired to cut the continuum (of rebirth in) the lower realms and lead onto the
bhumi of liberation the group of unruly and recalcitrant beings who 1) were attached to
castles, woman, and power; 2) had covetous and harmful anger; 3) had pride reinforced
[shed dpung = dpung shed?] by brainpower; 4) were intolerably jealous of others’ prosperity,
and furthermore; 5) helplessly wandered in a state of ignorance.

The unique door to the emergence of the felicities of samsara and nirvana, the font of
happiness and well-being for all creatures, is the precious Teachings of the king of the
Śākyas…. [19.3] Following from that, although the resources of the conducive conditions the dharma, teachers who propound the dharma, disciples who seek the meaning, and a
custom of unmistaken explanation about practice - were complete and cherished (during
Jampa Püntsok’s time), it is rare to find a sentient being of these degenerate times who
respects the dharma. And among those who do respect (the dharma), their self-sufficiency is
slight and it is difficult for them (to take advantage of) the conducive conditions. Thereupon
Jampa Puntsok came to see that anyone with virtuous thoughts, understanding of the
dharma, and power should use his or her strengths to bring to fruition the entire collection
of positive things (instituted by the Degé) patriarchs.
By means of the vratacaryayā of wrathful compassion imbued with means, he arranged for
battle his army possessed of the four branches. and defeated the horrible ones with sky-high
pride. By way of the abilities of {the unmatched} strength derived from the perfected powers
of the two stores and the efficient continuum of the fierce ritual action {that enslaves the
haughty}, instantly and without difficulty (Jampa Puntsok) brought under control those with
sky-high intolerable pride and the conceited who could not be summoned by others. (Jampa
Püntsok) liberated through execution those pernicious ones ill-suited for disciplining by
peaceful means – demon snakes who persist at demonic activities – and thereby closed the
door for them to rebirth in the miserable destinies.
The renown of their victories and unrivaled strength intimidated most people of Greater
Tibet. They paid reverence by respectfully bowing their heads to the lotus feet (of Jampa
Püntsok) and taking him as a refuge. Even the lord of the earth Guśri Tenzin Chökyi Gyelpo –
the turbaned one who overtook the three worlds and was arrogant about his armies and

power – paid respect to Lachen Jampa Püntsok and committed support troops to him. Jampa
Püntsok was grateful. The subjects (of Degé) also offered their respect to him.
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Passage 3 Enshrining a Jowo statue from Mongolia in the Royal Temple
(khyad par mi rje bla ma; 40.3 in sde dge par ma; p. 49, sixth line from the bottom in PRC pbk.)

!In particular, he (Sönam Püntsok’s) was the successor of lord lama Sangyé Tenpa's

sumptuous renovation of the Samdrup Tongdröl Temple, including the amazing layout of
the murals, and performed the grand opening ceremony. Notably, the precious wishgranting main image (installed in the Samdrup Tongdröl temple) is an image of the sublime
Teacher. (This statue of) the great master of men (at one time) resided in the country of
Mongolia and subsequently came to reside in the temple at glorious Drigung Monastery. The
Ling Ayu Shakgyel, one of the renowned four brahmas, invited the statue to Dzing Namgyel
(near Degé) and called it the Jowo Single Ornament of the World.
In earlier times Chimé Wangpo created the likeness of Buddha (known as) the Jowo
Shakyamuni. The present statue of the Teacher was made out of the so-called dz+hak+Sh+mi,
in which all of the precious materials (leftover from the construction of) the Jowo were
collected. By means of his bodhicitta replete with stores of good acts, the master of the
forces derived from pure merit Lachen Sönam Püntsok ushered to Lhundrupténg on a
chariot. The statue’s interior was filled to overflowing with the four types of relics. The fully
qualified holders of the vajra invited the circle of wisdom beings to absorb into the circle of
pledge beings and they installed it as the chief icon of the great temple Samdrup Tongdröl.
Notwithstanding that minister Gar did not acquire this statue through skillful means and the
Tārā-princess not did not venerate it, the quality of the Single Ornament of the World’s
blessings is non-dual and indivisible with that of the Jowo Shakyamuni of Lhasa….
Likewise, the inner chapel on the left (housed) a three-story Maitreyanātha, surrounded by
the (eight bodhisattva) spiritual sons and others. The inner chapel on the right - called

Victorious Over all Directions - housed a large statue of Shakyamuni from Lithang. (In
Lithang) the core components were constructed and then invited here, where it was “newly
built” by being meticulously expanded….
[Interlinear note:] Some of the new gods initially were created during the time of lama
Jampa Püntsok. Afterward the throne holding lama Sangyé Tenpa and his nephew Sönam
Püntsok initiated their expansion and restoration. The temple and its contents were
completed during (the reign) of throne holding lama Sönam Püntsok. The old documents
and mural (inscriptions) are manifestly clear about the sponsors and iconographic
arrangements. Nevertheless, having confused the sequence of events some scholars
composed stories (gtam sbyor) about compulsory taxes (involved in these religious works).
This type of unchecked guesswork is pervasive throughout (these writings).
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